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Abstract. An efficient implementation of voltage over-scaling policies
for ultra-low power ICs passes through the design of on-chip Error De-
tection and Correction (EDC) mechanisms that can provide continuous
feedback about the health of the circuit. The key components of a EDC
architecture are embedded timing sensors that check the compliance
of timing constraints at run-time and drives the computation to safely
evolve toward the minimum energy point.
While most of the existing EDC solutions, e.g., Razor [1], have proved
hardly applicable to circuits other than pipelined processors, our recent
work [2] introduced a lightweight EDC alternative for general sequential
circuits, what we called Early Bird Sampling (EBS). As a key strength,
EBS reduces the design overhead by means of a dynamic short path
padding that alleviates the overhead of timing sensors placement. More-
over, EBS implements an error correction mechanism based on local logic-
masking, a technique that is well suited for digital IPs w/o an instruction-
set. These features make EBS a viable solution to devise Data-Driven
Voltage Over-Scaling (DD-VOS) for error-resilient applications.
Aim of this work is to recap the EBS strategy and quantify its figures
of merit under different power management scenarios. We thereby pro-
vide accurate overhead assessment for different benchmarks and run un-
der different DD-VOS policies. Comparison against a state-of-art EDC
scheme, i.e., Razor, demonstrates EBS shows affordable area penalty
(3.6% against 71.6% of Razor), still improving the efficiency of DD-VOS.
Indeed, EBS leads circuits through lower energy-per-operation (savings
w.r.t. Razor range from 36.2% to 40.2%) at negligible performance loss,
from 2% to 5% (as much as Razor).

Keywords: Error Detection-Correction · Energy Optimization · Error-
Resilient Applications · Data-Driven Voltage-Over-Scaling

1 Introduction

1.1 Context

The key to success for the Internet-of-Things (IoT) is the availability of always-on
smart objects with embedded Integrated Circuits (ICs) that can process/transmit
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sensor data ceaseless. Due to the limited budget of energy made available by
small batteries [3], such ICs must show ultra-low power consumption thus to
guarantee reasonable throughput [4][5]. This poses stringent design constraints
that can be hardly achieved with classical low-power techniques, such as Dy-
namic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [6], Clock-Gating [7], Power-Gating
[8] [9][10]. Recent trends highlight the rise of adaptive power-management strate-
gies, e.g., Adaptive Voltage Over-scaling (AVOS) [11], which leverage the error
resilience of data-driven applications in order to bring computation closer to the
point of minimum energy consumption.
The strength of adaptive strategies lies under the ability of tuning low-power
knobs at a finer time scale granularity, depending on the actual workload (or
context). In standard DVFS both voltage (Vdd) and frequency (fc) are jointly
traded over a set of discrete points statically defined at design-time on the base
of the worst-case timing path. By contrast, AVOS applies Vdd lowering on the
base of the longest synthesized timing path, yet keeping the operating frequency
untouched. This guarantees larger power savings, zero throughput degradation,
and thus, higher energy efficiency. To notice that knobs other than Vdd can still
work, e.g., adaptive body-biasing. With no lack of generality this work focuses
on AVOS.
As any other adaptive power management strategy, AVOS makes use of Error
Detection and Correction (EDC) mechanisms that give real-time feedback on the
correctness of the circuit; such information is used by the power management unit
to identify the most appropriate Vdd scaling. In its more general embodiment a
EDC architecture consists of in-situ timing sensors that flag the occurrence of
set-up time violations across the flip-flops. The flag count is used as metric to
decide whether the circuit is getting too faulty, in which case the Vdd is raised up
in order to alleviate the cost of the error correction, or there still enough margin
for lowering the Vdd, and thus to save more power. To notice that different
Vdd scaling policies may vary depending on the flag threshold(s) that triggers
the Vdd scaling, i.e., the error rate, the period of observation of the flag count,
i.e., the monitoring period, the height and number of Vdd steps, i.e., the Vdd
quantization.
Leaving out the details related to the Vdd scaling policy, the key aspect concerns
how timing errors are detected and corrected, namely, the circuit implementation
of the EDC architecture. The design of a reliable, low-cost EDC represents the
actual bottleneck, indeed.

1.2 Motivation

Among the many EDC solutions appeared in the recent literature, Razor [1][12]
still represents the main reference. The error detection is implemented by replac-
ing standard flip-flops (FFs) with special FFs, a.k.a. Razor-FFs (Fig. 1), that
sample logic signals at two different instants of time: first, at the rise edge of the
clock, then, after a predefined timing window, the so called Detection-Window
(DW). The two time-skewed samples are stored by two different FFs, i.e., the
main flip-flop and the shadow flip-flop, and then compared through a XOR gate
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Fig. 1: Razor-FF implementation (left); Short path race (right); area overhead
due to short-path padding (center down), % w.r.t. baseline circuit [2].

for parity check. A parity match implies the absence of errors and the availability
of some timing slack, whereas a mismatch implies a faulty computation that is
then recovered through some correction mechanism. To notice that Razor has
been conceived for pipelined processors, hence, error recovery is accomplished
through instruction replay.

Although Razor is considered a milestone in the scientific community, it shows in-
trinsic limitations that prevent its use on sequential circuits other than pipelined
processors. The main reasons are two (described below in criticality order).
1. Short path race. While processors show a relative small number of end
point FFs (the stage registers of the pipeline) most of which having a regu-
lar timing path distributions, generic sequential circuits have many FFs usually
driven by logic cones with timing path distributions that seriously complicate
the timing closure during logic synthesis. To better understand this critical as-
pect, one should consider Razor-FFs suffer the so called short-path race. As per
their internal structure (Fig. 1), Razor-FFs cannot make distinction between
the activation of a short-path within the DW and the activation of a long-path
beyond the clock edge. This may cause “false” error detections. As depicted in
Fig. 1-center, the value sampled in the main FF at (Tclk) may differ from that
sampled in the shadow FF at (Tclk +DW ) due to a short path activation (p4);
the error flag is then raised even if there is no timing violation.

In order to avoid overlaps between short- and long-paths, a common design prac-
tice is to apply a static short-path padding [1] [12]. It is a constrained hold-time
fixing procedure (hold-fixing hereafter) where buffers are selectively inserted in
the logic cones such that the minimum arrival time of any logic path is shifted
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beyond DW (usually 50% of the clock-period); short paths delaying is done
while keeping the longer timing paths untouched. The side effects are many.
Firstly, long buffer chains induce huge area penalties. As a preliminary result,
Fig. 1 shows the area overhead due to hold-fixing for the set of circuits we used
as benchmarks: the worst case is 112%! Secondly, when the timing constraint
on the long paths is tight, hold-fixing tries to reach timing closure turning on
Boolean transformations that (i) further increase area (ii) reshape the path dis-
tribution with negative impact on Vdd scaling efficiency (more details in the
experimental section). Finally, long buffer chains exacerbates the timing unpre-
dictability due to PVT variations when the circuit works at ultra-low voltage,
e.g., near-threshold [13].
2. Correction through functional redundancy. While pipelined processors
offer an easy path to error correction, i.e., instruction reply, implementing the
same mechanism on sequential circuits would require a too complex FSM rewind.
Hence, alternative circuit strategies are needed [14]. Unfortunately, the design
overhead of such correction circuitry might substantially affect the gain brought
by adaptive power management.
These two issues make Razor implementation very hard, often impractical, to
be adopted in low-power ICs. Also, most of the attempts made to generalize the
Razor technique have turned out to be too costly. This work deals with the same
design issue by describing a lightweight EDC strategy that orthogonally applies
to a wider set of circuits.

1.3 Contribution

Our recent work [2] proposed a simple, yet effective EDC implementation that
addresses the key limitations of Razor. We refer it as the Early Bird Sampling
(EBS). The EBS approach improves over the Razor technique by means of two
main components: dynamic short path padding and local logic masking. The for-
mer addresses the short-path race through the insertion of a Tunable Delay Line
(TDL) shared among all the paths that flow onto the same end-point; the result
is that of depleting the DW from short-paths thereby avoiding false error de-
tections without any significant overhead 3. The latter one consists of an error
correction mechanism that is applied locally, i.e., on the faulty FFs, cycle-by-
cycle, thereby avoiding complex flow re-execution. This solution is inspired by
[14].
With this paper we elaborate more on the EBS implementation details and we
quantify the figures of merit over different operating scenarios. After a brief
overview of related works (Section2), we give a detailed description of the EBS
architecture (Section 3 and 4). We then demonstrate EBS improves the efficiency
of adaptive power management. EBS is validated for Data-Driven Voltage Over-
Scaling (DD-VOS) (Section 5), a VOS scheme where the Vdd lowering follows the
actual workload; as shown later in the text, DD-VOS enhanced with EBS well fits

3 To notice that the availability of tunable delays also enables post-silicon variability
compensations (out of the scope of this work).
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the characteristics of error-resilient applications. A customized design framework
integrated into a commercial design kit for a 28nm FDSOI CMOS technology
(Section 6) is used to validate EBS on a representative class of benchmarks.
Those benchmarks are simulated under realistic workloads using different voltage
scaling policies: single-threshold, double-threshold and saturation-counter. The
collected results (Section 7) give a comparative analysis against Razor-based
DD-VOS. The main achievements are as follows: (i) EBS reduces area overheads:
3.6% (EBS) vs. 71.6% (Razor) on average; (ii) EBS improves energy efficiency as
it increases the voltage scaling margins DD-VOS can play with: average energy-
per-operation savings (w.r.t. baseline) are 38.6% (EBS) vs. 0.7% (Razor); (iii)
EBS induces a mere performance loss: operations-per-cycles ranges from 0.95 to
0.98 (as much as Razor).

2 Related Works

2.1 Razor-based overhead reduction

In previous works, several solutions for limiting the area overhead of Razor-
based monitoring schemes have been investigated. The works [12], [15], [16], [17]
proposed the use of a duty-cycled clock. Nevertheless, this solution was applied
on specific designs and it is hard to generalize to random sequential circuit.
Moreover, large detection windows may be necessary to cover delay variations
over a wide voltage range operation. Authors in [18] presented a novel technique
for preventing hold-fixing buffers while maintaining a traditional clock network
design. Such method was demonstrated on a loop-accelerator for System-on-Chip
designs. The short-path race is avoided through the insertion of negative-phase
transparent latches at the middle of each timing path covered by a Razor-FF. In
this way, the latches prevents signals propagation through the Razor-FFs during
the high-phase of the clock. However, the arrival time to the latches may be
affected by process variations, leading to an increase of the error rate. In this
work work, we opted for a simpler solution, with reduced area overhead and
low implementation cost. In [19], the authors proposed an hold-fixing procedure
based on a fine-grained load allocation that makes use of spare cells and dummy
metals. The integration of this methodology in standard EDA tools might be a
concern, whereas our implementation strategy is fully integrated into industrial
design tools.

2.2 Existing Voltage Over-Scaling approaches

Voltage Over-Scaling (VOS) leverages the quadratic relationship of dynamic
power with supply voltage. VOS scales the Vdd below the minimum threshold
that satisfies the worst-case delay of the circuit. The implementation of this
scheme requires error detection and/or correction mechanisms to properly tune
the Vdd in case of set-up time violations. The basic idea underlying VOS is the
empirical observation that the sensitization probability of long (hence, critical
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critical) paths is usually very low. If this is not the case, some optimization, e.g.,
those introduced in [20],[21], can be applied in order to meet this requirement.
In this way, the overhead of the correction mechanism is minimized.

As reported in [22], different implementations of the VOS strategy have been
presented in the literature. The following is a taxonomy of the most representa-
tive works in the field.

Error Detection-Correction Schemes. Such techniques take corrective ac-
tion according the signals coming from error monitors embedded in the logic.
Razor [23][1] represents a milestone for error-detection systems and after more
than ten years since its first appearance, is still the state-of-art. The Razor tech-
nique has been conceived for pipelined microprocessor architectures. In a Razor
Flip-Flop, the signal is double-sampled by a shadow flip-flop triggered by a de-
layed clock (see Section 1). In case of detected errors, a recovery strategy is
activated by a three-stage mechanism: first, the pipeline is stalled; second, the
bits stored in the shadow flip-flops are loaded into the main flip-flops; finally,
the last pipe-cycle is repeated. This system enable to remove excessive voltage
margin, tuning the Vdd of the circuit according the error rate.

The main issue of Razor is the possible occurrence of metastability. Several works
have addressed this problem. Razor II [12], an extension of Razor, proposed to
use a transition detector. Another approach is to replace the Razor-FF with time
borrowing latches [15][16].

In order to reduce the performance penalties introduced by error correction,
authors in [11] proposed to remove any recovery circuitry. The error detection
systems is used tune the Vdd according to the error rate. Such solution is suited
for error resilient application, e.g. signal processing, where the degradation of
the output marginally impact the quality of the final results.

Another solution is to reduce the number of activations of the recovery mech-
anisms by just changing the slack distribution. While standard tools optimize
the longest timing path, several works [21][24][25][26][27] proposed to speed-up
the most frequently exercised paths, thereby forcing timing errors on the most
infrequent paths. Therefore, it is possible to further scale the voltage while main-
taining the same error rate.

Prediction-based Schemes. Differently from Razor, they are based on some
prediction logic that prevents the occurrence of errors. Authors in [20] introduced
a design methodology, called CRISTA, for voltage over-scaled circuits. The basic
idea of CRISTA is to reduce the activation probability of the most critical paths
through a customized optimization stage carried out during the logic-synthesis;
then, at run-time, and provide those paths with an extra clock cycle when they
are sensitized. The low activation rate of the long paths allows to minimize
performance penalties.

Elastic-clock execution units [28][29] are another practical example of the CRISTA
paradigm. A low overhead prediction logic check whether an input pattern ex-
ercise a critical path; then it dynamically allocates an additional clock cycle in
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order to meet the timing constraints. The remaining input patterns are executed
in a single clock cycle.

Algorithmic Noise Tolerance (ANT). The basic principle underlying ANT
is to accept errors if the output degradation is below a given threshold. Indeed,
ANT [30][31] has been conceived for DSP arithmetic blocks, where the circuit
output represents a quantity. Instead of using local timing monitors, the error
detection is delegated to a lightweight replica of the main circuit, namely the
estimator. The output computed by the estimator is checked against the main
circuit one and a control unit flags an error if the difference overcomes an user-
defined threshold. If this is the case, the estimator’s output is forwarded towards
the main output of the circuit. The main challenge in ANT-based systems is
to limit the area and timing overhead of the estimator for complex arithmetic
functions, while guaranteeing the desired output quality.

3 Early Bird Sampling

The objective we intend to pursue by proposing the Early Bird Sampling (EBS)
technique is twofold: (i) reduce traditional design overhead imposed by Razor
system, while (ii) maintaining those intrinsic characteristics of the circuit that
enable an efficient implementation of VOS.
A schematic representation of the EBS circuit is given in Fig. 2a. Tunable Delay
Lines (TDLs) are inserted just before the critical end-points of the circuit. Those
end-point are equipped with a variant of the Razor-FF (more details provided
later in the text).
The propagation delay of the TDLs can be changed at run-time such that the
minimum arrival time (ATmin) is greater than the detection window (DW ) of
the Razor-FFs. Indeed, the delay of a TDL is given by:

TDL = DW −ATmin; (1)

This prevents the activation of short-paths within the detection window, and
so, races with long-path in setup time violation, i.e., ”false“error detection. For
the sake of clarity, we assumed that a TDL is tuned during post-fabrication
stage, when also the nominal Tclk can be properly set such that no paths can be
delayed beyond the DW in nominal operating conditions. Each critical end-point
comes with its dedicated TDL. To be also noticed that the tunable delays enable
post-silicon compensation on the short-paths (out of the scope of this work).
The EBS strategy can be seen as a “weak” hold-fixing optimization procedure
where the set-up constraints are not taken into account. Indeed, a TDL does not
delay short-paths only, actually, it evenly affects all the paths in its fan-in cone.
The longest paths may thereby suffer early sampling, which is why we called
this technique Early Bird Sampling. The relaxation of the timing constraints is
the key for a lightweight implementation of the error-detection mechanism.
To better understand the working principle of EBS, Fig. 2b provides a compari-
son among the static path distributions at a critical end-point for three different
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Fig. 2: Early Bird Sampling at a timing critical end-point: circuit implementation
(a); static (b) and dynamic (c) timing paths analysis. Plots are illustrative and
do not refer to a specific case, rather, they show typical distributions observed
on generic circuits.

circuits implementations: (i) a generic circuit after synthesis, the baseline (dashed
line), (ii) the circuit after standard hold-fixing optimization, RZ-BF (red-line)
(iii) EBS (green line). Hold-fixing reshapes the path distributions guaranteeing
that all paths are beyond the detection window, namely, outside the gray area
in figure, while maintaining the longest path delay unchanged. By contrast, the
effect of EBS is to shift the whole timing distribution, hence, some paths move
beyond Tclk (purple area).

In principle, this issue may be seen as a potential impediment. However, a more
accurate analysis reveals that the problem is less relevant from a practical view-
point. EBS exploits the fact that for real-life workloads the activation probabil-
ity of long paths is usually pretty low. This feature, shown by the majority of
digital circuits, suggests that latent faults on long paths are rarely excited. Ex-
perimental results give evidence of such empirical rule of thumb, which can can
be inferred by probing the arrival time of timing end-points during workload
execution, i.e., through a dynamic timing analysis. Fig. 2c plots the dynamic
path distribution for a typical workload run on three different implementations
of the circuits: baseline, RZ-BF, EBS. As a matter of fact, the number of vio-
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lating paths is much lower that those estimated using a worst-case static timing
analysis (purple area in Fig. 2b).
The most interesting aspect, is that EBS does not alter the shape of the distri-
bution (both static and dynamic); referring to the plots in 2, the green line is
a copy of the dashed line, just shifted on the right. This allows to preserve the
intrinsic characteristics of the original circuit, thus enabling a more efficient volt-
age scaling. The same is not for RZ-BF, where path compression resulting from
hold-fixing optimization substantially increases the number of “quasi-critical”
paths (i.e., paths close to Tclk) as shown in Fig. 2c. As a side effect, even small
voltage variations would bring a large number of paths beyond Tclk, therefore
triggering more timing errors. As a result, power-management techniques, and
VOS in particular, would have less margins to operate.

4 Implementation Details

4.1 Tunable Delay Line (TDL)

Different implementations of TDLs have been proposed in literature; as the
modeling of a TDL is out of the scope of this work, we opted for the solution
presented in [32]. It consists of a pair of inverters with a voltage-controlled
variable load between them; the load is a transmission gate whose ON-resistance
is controlled by Vdelay, as shown in Fig. 3. Such solution allows to cover a wide
range of delays with a limited area overhead. The main drawback is that an
extra power grid is needed for the distribution of Vdelay. An alternative solution
is to use tunable buffers adopted for on-line clock-skew compensation [33].

IN

Delay	Control
(Vdelay)

OUT

Fig. 3: Tunable Delay Line (TDL) implementation [32].

4.2 Error Detection & Correction

The EBS detection and correction mechanism is implemented using standard
Razor-FFs [23] augmented with a logic masking circuitry [14], Fig. 4. Hereafter,
we refer to this architecture as Razor-Logic-Masking (Razor-LM). A polarity
change at the input of the main flip-flop after the rise edge of the clock implies
some long-path is violating the timing constraint, i.e., a timing error. This event
is flagged through the XOR gate that runs a parity check between the signals
at pins DFF and QFF . The error flag is sampled in a shadow latch triggered on
the fall edge of the clock.
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Fig. 5: Error Management Unit in EBS.

This smart solution allows large detection windows (i.e., DW = 50%Tclk) w/o
any modification of the clock distribution network. Once detected, the error is
locally corrected through logic masking, that is, a MUX switches the output
with the complement of the wrong signal stored in the main FF.
In order to let the corrected value propagate toward the fanout logic, the whole
circuit has to be stopped for at least one clock cycle. Such an error-driven clock-
gating is managed by the Error Management Unit (EMU), Fig. 5, that uses
a superset of the error flags (OR among all the Razor-LM in the circuit) as
clock enable. The EMU is also in charge of collecting the error statistics, i.e., the
number of error occurrences Ne within a predefined monitoring period of N clock
cycles. The Power Management Unit (PMU) uses this feedback to implement
the dynamic voltage scaling.

4.3 Design Flow

The EBS design flow encompasses three different stages we integrated into a
commercial design platform (the Synopsys R© Galaxy) using wrappers written in
TCL:

1. Logic Synthesis: a classical timing-driven, low-power logic synthesis run
using 28 nm industrial technology libraries characterized at the nominal
Vdd=1.10 V.

2. Identification of critical end-points: after the clock-tree synthesis, the
end-points whose worst-case arrival time at minimum voltage Vdd=0.60 V
(lower bound of the voltage scaling range) miss the clock-period Tclk are
labeled as “critical”.
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Fig. 6: Miss-detected errors representation.

3. Razor-LM re-placement and TDL insertion: for each critical end-point,
the standard FF is replaced with a Razor-LM and the TDL properly inserted;
the error OR-tree is also synthesized.

5 Data-Driven Voltage Over-Scaling with EBS

Data-Driven Voltage Over-scaling (DD-VOS) belongs to the class of adaptive
voltage scaling [11] techniques. It implements a context-driven voltage lowering,
that is, voltage gets regulated by the occurrence of timing errors on the actual
sensitized critical paths, i.e., those activated by the actual input pattern.
As already discussed, this may lead some of the longest paths beyond the clock
period. Those which fall within the detection window (DW) are detected and
eventually corrected; that’s the basic principle of EBS. However, there might
be specific sequences of input patterns that push the supply voltage so down
that some of the longest paths could even exceed the DW ; such off-side paths
represent the main source of error miss-prediction. The latter case is graphically
depicted in Fig. 6. Paths in off-side run out of control, and their activation is
the main source of error propagation. Here’s why DD-VOS is particularly suited
for error-resilient applications.
It is worth to emphasize that miss-detections mainly raise depending on the volt-
age scaling policy adopted. We therefore provide a parametric analysis among
different DD-VOS parameters and different management policies (the latter be-
ing described in the next subsection).

5.1 DD-VOS Policies

The main feedback provided by the error management unit (EMU) is the num-
ber of errors Ne within a predefined number of clock-cycles N , the monitoring
period (please refer to Section 4). The power management unit (PMU) makes
use of such error-rate ER in order to implement some voltage scaling policy.
More specifically, the ER is compared against a given ERth (or multiple error-
thresholds) in order to trigger the voltage scaling. In this work we implemented
three different policies as follows.
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1. Single-threshold (STh): as shown in Fig. 7a, given ERTh as a user-defined
error threshold, the policy works as follow:

– as soon as Ne gets larger than ERTh, the supply voltage is increased w/o
waiting for the end of monitoring period.

– if Ne ≤ ERTh at the end of the monitoring period, i.e., after N cycles, the
supply voltage is reduced for power minimization.

To notice that STh enables the control over the minimum Operation per Clock-
cycle (OPC), a measure of performance overhead due to error correction; indeed,
ERTh represents the maximum OPC loss.

2. Double-threshold (DTh): conceived to be more conservative, the DTh pol-
icy exploits a “neutral” region defined by two thresholds ERThmin and ERThmax ,
Fig. 7b; within this region, the supply voltage is kept untouched. This avoids ex-
cessive Vdd ripples thus making the voltage scaling smoother. The policy works
as follows:

– as soon as Ne ≥ ERThmax
, Vdd is scaled up w/o waiting for the end of

monitoring period;
– if Ne ≤ ERThmin

at the end of the monitoring period, Vdd is scaled down for
power minimization;

– if ERThmin < Ne < ERThmax at the end of the monitoring period, Vdd is
kept unchanged in order to avoid excessive Vdd ripple.

ERTh

Ne

Vdd ↑

Vdd ↓ ERTh min

Ne

Vdd ↑

Vdd ↓

ERTh max

Vdd =

(b)(a)

Fig. 7: STh (a) vs. DTh (b) Vdd scaling policies.

3. Threshold-exceeding Saturation Counter (SC): this policy is more elab-
orated as it takes into account how the supply voltage evolves over time. The
working mechanism, depicted in Fig. 8 as a Mealy Finite State Machine (FSM),
makes use of a 4-bit saturation counter to decide whether the voltage has to be
scaled up/down. It works as follows:

– the policy starts reducing Vdd (Safe state);
– if Ne exceeds the ERTh a warning signal is raised (E=1) at the end of the

monitoring period and the FSM state evolves to Saturation Count. Vdd is not
increased;
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– the Vdd is scaled up iif the number of consecutive warning signal c is equal
to cmax (25-1). In this case, the FSM moves to the Unsafe state;

– If the current state is Unsafe and no warning signal is raised (E=0), the FSM
evolves in Safe state and Vdd is scaled down;

– anytime FSM reaches the Saturation Count state, the warning count c is set
to zero.

To notice that the SC policy has been thought to be more aggressive than STh;
indeed it allows to increase the time spent at lower Vdd, even when the Ne

exceeds ERTh. This enables larger energy savings at the cost of some performance
and quality-of-results loss.

Unsafe

Safe

Satur. 
Count

E = 0 | Vdd ↓

E = 1 | Vdd =
(E = 1) & (c ≤ cmax ) | Vdd =

ERTh

Ne

E = 1 

E = 0

E = 0 | Vdd ↓

(E = 1) & (c > cmax ) | Vdd ↑

E = 0 | Vdd ↓

(E = 1) | Vdd =

Start

Fig. 8: Saturation Counter Vdd scaling policy.

6 Experimental Framework

6.1 Benchmarks and Testbenches

The proposed EBS technique has been tested on a set of open source benchmarks
over which we applied a DD-VOS scheme. The five circuits under analysis are:

– Adder: 32×32-bit + Carry-In Adder; fclk = 750 MHz.
– Multiplier: 32×32-bit Multiplier; fclk = 500 MHz.
– MAC: 16×16-bit Multiply Accum. Unit; fclk = 650 MHz.
– FIR Filter: Pipelined 16th-order low-pass FIR filter in direct form (12-bit in,

24-bit out); fclk = 650 MHz.
– IIR Filter: Pipelined 8th-order low-pass IIR filter in direct form I, modeled

after a Bessel analog filter (16-bit in, 32-bit out); fclk = 650 MHz.

For each benchmark we designed both the EBS and the RZ-BF versions. The
difference between them is the method adopted to solve the short-path races,
i.e., TDLs for EBS and standard post-synthesis hold-fixing for RZ-BF; in both
cases the number of monitored end points is the same. The hold-fixing procedure
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implemented for the RZ-BF circuits uses multi-Vth clock buffers that minimize
the area overheads.
The DD-VOS is emulated using a in-house tool (Fig. 9) which runs functional
simulations (Mentor QuestaSim) with back-annotated sdf delay information.
Propagation delays are extracted using a Static Timing Analysis engine (Syn-
opsys PrimeTime) loaded with technology libraries characterized at different
supply voltages; for those supply voltages not available in the library set we
used derating factors embedded into the STA. The power dissipation is calcu-
lated using probabilistic models (Synopsys PrimePower) with back-annotated
signal statistics from saif format files. The energy consumption is estimated
considering the supply voltage profiles collected from simulations.

Design Delay Info 
(Synopsys PrimeTime)

Vdd step = 20mV
through derating factor
(Libraries Interpolation)

sdf
Library

DD-VOS Simulation
(Mentor QuestaSim)

Execution

Testbench
Input Stimuli

Vdd-scaling
Profile

Net 
Activity

Delay 
Annotation

Vdd
[V]

saif
Files

Energy
Measurement

Power Calculation
(Synopsys PrimePower)

1

2

Vdd Steps
[# clock-
cycles]

Tech Library 

0.60V

1.10V

Fig. 9: In-house DD-VOS emulation tool flow diagram.

The emulated workload consists of realistic input stimuli made up of 5x106 pat-
terns customized for each benchmark. For arithmetic circuits (Adder, Multiplier
and MAC) we organized the patterns as sequence of Gaussian distributions each
of them having a variable mean; for Adder and Multiplier: µ1 = 28, µ2 = 216

µ3 = 228 with standard deviation σ = 28; for MAC: µ1 = 24, µ2 = 28 µ3 = 212

with standard deviation σ = 24. For FIR and IIR filters, stimulus consists of a
set of baseband audio samples.

6.2 Quality Metrics

1. Average Vdd: average of the Vdd measured over the testbench trace.
2. Energy per Operation (EPO): ratio between energy consumed and number of

operations.
3. Operation per Clock Cycle (OPC): ratio between the number of operation run

and total number of clock cycles.
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4. Miss-detected Errors (MDE): the count of logic errors due to miss-detected
timing faults occurred during simulation, measured in ppm (parts per mil-
lion).

5. Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE):

NRMSE =

√∑n
i=0(y[i]− yo[i])2

n
· 1

ymax − ymin
(2)

with y the value sampled at the output of the circuit, yo the right output
value, n is the total number of operations; ymax and ymin are the max and
the min value of yo, they define output dynamic. NRMSE quantifies the
QoR.

To be noticed that our simulations do not consider process variations as they do
not affect the functionality of the proposed technique.

7 Results

7.1 Area Overhead

Table 1 collects the statistics of the five benchmarks; column #FFs reports the
total number of flip-flops (FFs), while column #Critical-FFs the percentage
of FFs replaced with timing monitors, the Razor-LM.

Benchmark Area [µm2] #FFs #Critical-FFs DW [ps] TDL [ps]

Adder 339.45 98 22.4% 665 616

Mult 2954.01 128 42.2% 1000 898

MAC 1241.12 72 45.8% 750 656

FIR 1946.32 228 8.3% 750 634

IIR 3296.80 296 78.4% 750 692

Table 1: Benchmarks designed for EBS.

The DW is set to 50%·Tclk, while TDL is sized according to equation 1. The
analysis reported in [32] ensures that the circuit adopted to implement the delay
lines (Section 4-A) allows to achieve the values reported in the Table 1.
The bar-charts in Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b provide a more detailed area comparison
between EBS and RZ-BF; both the implementations show the same number of
timing monitors (Table 1). Fig. 10a shows the overall area overhead normalized
w.r.t. the baseline circuit (i.e., w/o any EDC scheme). EBS is by far a more
compact architecture; average area overhead is 19.8% against 87.8% of RZ-BF.
That’s due to the efficiency of the proposed dynamic short path padding. As
shown in Fig. 10b, TDLs requires much less area(3.6% on average) than buffers
insertion using hold-fixing procedures (71.6% on average). For instance, the IIR,
which shows a large number of short-paths in the feedback network, area penalty
of RZ-BF is 112.2%, while it drastically reduces to 6.9% with EBS.
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Fig. 10: Area Overhead Comparison.

7.2 DD-VOS Improvement with EBS

In order to quantify the improvements brought by EBS, Table 2 and Table 3
summarize the results achieved during DD-VOS emulation on the five bench-
marks under analysis. The two tables report a collection of the quality metrics
presented in section 6.2. Collected results refer to the single-threshold policy
(STh) described in section 5 assuming (i) a monitoring period N=103 clock cy-
cles, (ii) a Vdd step 20 mV, (iii) two different values for the error-rate ERTh:
2%, i.e., 20 errors in 103 cycles - Table 2), and 5%, i.e., 50 errors in 103 cycles -
Table 3.
A large ERTh accelerates the the voltage scaling, hence, it may induce some
performance penalty (due to more errors to be corrected) and some QoR degra-
dation (due to a possible increase of miss-detected errors).
Except for the Mult benchmark, which we discuss later as a special testcase, the
results clearly show EBS outperforms RZ-BF. The savings achieved with EBS
are quantified by (i) the average Vdd recorded during testbench simulations
(column Vddavg), and (ii) the energy-per-operation savings w.r.t. the baseline
circuit (column EPOsavings). The EBS implementation reaches lower Vddavg

(and also minimum Vdd - column Vddmin) for both the ERTh thresholds. This
translates into larger EPO savings w.r.t. RZ-BF. Best cases have been measured
for MAC (48.6% for EBS vs. 9.6% for RZ-BF at ERTh=5%) and Adder (44.4%
for EBS vs 20.7% for RZ-BF at ERTh=5%). It is worth to emphasize that in
the worst-case (FIR), EPO savings achieved with EBS are 2.2× larger than
those obtained by RZ-BF: 28.2% vs. 12.8% for ERTh=2%; 34.0% vs. 21.5% for
ERTh=5%.
The IIR filter is a kind of circuit for which RZ-BF results quite inefficient; the
EPO increases w.r.t. the baseline circuit leading to negative savings: -47.7%
at ERTh=2% and -45.6% at ERTh=5%. Such huge design overhead is due to
the fact that hold-fixing overwhelms the power savings of voltage scaling. By
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Benchmarks
EBS

Vddmin [V] Vddavg [V] EPO savings [%] OPC MDE [ppm] NRMSE [%]

MAC 0.74 0.87 43.6 0.98 0 0
Adder 0.60 0.83 41.9 0.98 6 0.001
IIR 0.92 0.95 30.6 0.98 0 0
FIR 0.84 0.96 28.2 0.98 0 0
Mult 1.10 1.10 -5.5 0.98 0 0

Benchmarks
RZ-BF

Vddmin [V] Vddavg [V] EPO savings [%] OPC MDE [ppm] NRMSE [%]

MAC 0.94 1.00 9.0 0.98 0 0.0
Adder 0.66 0.87 18.6 0.99 35 0.001
IIR 1.00 1.02 -47.7 0.97 0 0
FIR 0.86 0.98 12.8 0.98 0 0
Mult 1.00 1.04 -23.7 0.98 0 0

Table 2: Results summary for DD-VOS set as N = 103 (clock cycles) and ERTh

= 2%. Notes: EPO savings w.r.t. Baselin.e

Benchmarks
EBS

Vddmin [V] Vddavg [V] EPO savings [%] OPC MDE [ppm] NRMSE [%]

MAC 0.72 0.83 48.6 0.95 6 0.128
Adder 0.60 0.81 44.4 0.97 15 0.001
IIR 0.88 0.90 37.6 0.95 0 0
FIR 0.80 0.93 34.0 0.95 0 0
Mult 1.10 1.10 -8.5 0.95 0 0

Benchmarks
RZ-BF

Vddmin [V] Vddavg [V] EPO savings [%] OPC MDE [ppm] NRMSE [%]

MAC 0.94 0.99 9.6 0.95 0 0
Adder 0.66 0.86 20.7 0.97 91 0.002
IIR 0.98 1.01 -45.6 0.96 0 0
FIR 0.86 0.96 21.5 0.96 0 0
Mult 1.00 1.02 -19.5 0.96 0 0

Table 3: Results summary for DD-VOS set as N = 103 (clock cycles) and ERTh

= 5%. Notes: EPO savings w.r.t. Baseline.

contrast, EBS still gets remarkable EPO savings: 30.6% at ERTh=2% and 37.6%
at ERTh=5%.

For what concerns performance degradations due to errors correction, Tables 2
and 3 clearly shows EBS guarantees a OPC close to that of the RZ-BF strategy:
OPC ≥ {0.98, 0.95} for both the thresholds ERTh = {2%, 5%}. This confirms
once again TDLs insertion has marginal effect on the error-rate.

Remarkable results have been also observed in terms of reliability. Although
EBS pushes Vdd to values below those achieved with RZ-BF, the number of
miss-detections MDE is zero for all the benchmarks. The two exceptions are
Adder (MDE=6 ppm and MDE=15 ppm, with ERTh equals to 2% and 5% re-
spectively) and MAC (MDE=6 ppm at ERTh=5%). Nonetheless only marginal
QoR degradation has been observed: NRMSE is a mere 0.128% at worst case.
Such a low QoR degradation is achieved thanks to the internal logic topology
of the circuits which, in turn, reflects into a low activation of the most critical
paths.

As a counterexample, the Mult benchmark belongs to that class of circuits whose
internal characteristics are not particularly suited for aggressive voltage over-
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scaling. Both EBS and RZ-BF fail, suggesting DD-VOS might not be a valuable
low-power option. To better understand the reasons behind such behavior, we
resort to a comparison between two benchmarks, the Mult (for which DD-VOS
does not work) and the MAC (for which DD-VOS gets substantial savings).
Fig. 11 recalls the qualitative analysis discussed in section 3. More specifically, it
shows the dynamic path distribution of three different implementations: baseline,
EBS and RZ-BF. The bars represent the cumulative number of timing path
activations vs. their arrival time.
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Fig. 11: Dynamic Path Distribution analysis.

Some key comments are as follows. First. For both EBS and RZ-BF the path
distribution is skewed such that none of the short-paths falls behind Tclk/2 (the
width of the detection window DW ). This avoids short-path races thus ensuring
the right functionality of the error detection mechanism. Second. EBS keeps the
path distribution unchanged (just a right shift of the baseline distribution) avoid-
ing the growth of those “quasi-critical” paths that, just standing behind Tclk,
may prevent voltage lowering. Usually, RZ-BF works on the opposite direction
instead, as the number of “quasi-critical” increases due to timing-constrained
buffer insertion. This behavior is quite evident for MAC (11a), for which the red
bars (RZ-BF implementation) stand over the white ones (EBS implementation).
Since a larger number of activated “quasi-critical” paths reduces the chance of
Vdd lowering, EBS results to be more efficient. That’s what makes EBS out-
performing RZ-BF. However, there might be particular circuits for which this
feature does not hold. Such circuits are those for which the basic principle under
which EBS is built, namely, the longer the path, the lower its activation, gets
weaker. That’s the Mult. As reported in Fig. 11b, the orignal dynamic path dis-
tribution (baseline implementation) is pretty large, with very active paths that
take the whole clock-period. This negatively affects EBS, where the TDLs push
many paths into the DW ; as a result, the supply voltage is stuck at high val-
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ues and the EPO gets larger than the original circuit due to error corrections:
1.06× and 1.09× for ERTh=2% and ERTh=5% respectively. Also RZ-BF suf-
fers from the same problem, as the number of active paths across Tclk is huge;
EPO increases w.r.t. the baseline circuit: 1.24× and 1.20× for ERTh=2% and
ERTh=5% respectively. However, the overhead of RZ-BF gets larger than that
of EBS.
As a final comment, one should consider that circuits on which DD-VOS does
not work properly, may radically change their behavior when integrated into
more complex architectures. That’s the case of Mult integrated into MAC.

7.3 EBS Characterization Under Different DD-VOS
Implementations

The main goal of this section is to quantify the figures of merit of EBS under
different DD-VOS settings, and thus, to demonstrate EBS performs well un-
der several power management scenarios. We therefore characterize the quality
metrics according to: (i) the Vdd step, namely, the ∆Vdd used for voltage scal-
ing; (ii) the monitoring period, that is, the clock cycles N used to measure the
error-rate; (iii) the Vdd scaling policies presented in section 5. For the sake of
space, we just report the analysis for MAC. Similar results hold for the other
benchmarks.

Vdd step The collected results refer to three different values of ∆Vdd: 20 mV,
50 mV, 100 mV, 250 mV. In order to make the analysis more realistic, we also
take into consideration different voltage steps may require different clock-cycles
to be properly delivered; we therefore assume a latency of {1, 2, 5, 12} clock
cycles for {20 mV, 50 mV, 100 mV, 250 mV} respectively.
Simulations are conducted on EBS and RZ-BF using the Single Threshold Vdd
scaling policy (STh) under two different values of error-threshold, ERTh=2%
and 5%.
EBS outperforms RZ-BF for any of the vdd-steps values under analysis. As
shown in Fig. 12b, EBS brings the circuit to a lower average Vdd; along the
whole ∆Vdd range, the average improvement w.r.t. RZ-BF reaches 140 mV at
ERth=2% and 180 mV at ERth=5%. The same results hold for energy efficiency;
average EPO savings are: 46.6% and 38.8% at ERth=5% and ERth=2% for EBS
vs. a mere 0.6% and 0.01% for RZ-BF. More in details, Fig. 12 shows how sav-
ings drift with ∆Vdd. Vddavg reaches lower values using a finer voltage resolu-
tion. For instance, considering the EBS at ERTh=2%, it reduces from 0.95 V at
∆Vdd=250 mV to 0.87 mV at ∆Vdd=20 mV. As a result, the energy savings re-
ported in Fig. 12b show substantial improvements, from 27.8% at∆Vdd=250 mV
to 43.6% at ∆Vdd=20 mV.
The voltage resolution does also impact the QoR. As shown in Fig. 13a, the lower
the Vdd step, the better the QoR. Indeed, a larger ∆Vdd makes harder to control
the occurrence of miss-detected errors. For ERTh=5%, the NRMSE measured
for EBS reduces from 1.2% at ∆Vdd=250 mV to 0.1% at ∆Vdd=20 mV. By
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Fig. 12: Energy efficiency vs. Vdd Step width (∆Vdd).
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Fig. 13: QoR and perfomance vs. Vdd Step width (∆Vdd).

contrast, the NRMSE of the RZ-BF implementation is less sensible (variation
in the range [0.0% - 0.1%]); that’s mainly due to the fact that the Vdd scaling
is slower than in EBS, therefore, less miss-detections do occur.

Concerning the performance, the STh Vdd-scaling policy is conceived as a mech-
anism to control the minimum OPC value; ideally, as introduced in section 5,
ERTh represents the max. OPC loss, thus the minimum OPC equals 1−ERTh.
However, since larger Vdd steps come with larger latencies, the performance
achieved by EBS and RZ-BF are substantially affected and OPC may drop below
that ideal minimum boundary if OPC loss > ERTh. Fig. 13b shows this draw-
back through OPC vs. ∆Vdd plot; both EBS and RZ-BF OPC losses are still
kept lower than ERTh only for ∆Vdd=20 mV (both the ERThs). In the worst
case, i.e., ERTh=5%, OPC loss raises from 5% (i.e., the ideal max. loss value)
to 8% for EBS and from 5% to 7% for RZ-BF in the interval ∆Vdd=[20 mV -
250 mV].
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Monitoring Period The plots reported in Fig. 14 show V ddavg and EPO
using different monitoring period N . Simulations are conducted on EBS and
RZ-BF using the Single Threshold Vdd (STh) scaling policy ∆Vdd=20 mV and
two different values of error-threshold, ERTh=2% and 5%.
EBS performs more efficiently than RZ-BF for all the operating conditions. Con-
sidering the case ERTh=5% (the best case), EBS reaches lower Vddavg, 0.91 V
vs 1.02 V of RZ-BF, and larger EPO savings, 36.4% vs. 5.4% of RZ-BF (average
values on N interval).
As a general rule, the larger the N the slower the Vdd scaling. While this trend
is less evident in RZ-BF (Vddavg increases by just 40 mV), EBS amplifies the
effect showing an overall spread of 180 mV (from 0.83 mV to 1.01 mV). The same
consideration can be inferred for EPO, where savings gets smaller with N , from
48.6% (N = 103) to 19.3% (N = 5·105).
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Fig. 14: Energy efficiency vs. Monitoring Period (N).

Finally, the analysis reported in Fig. 15 shows that a more aggressive voltage
scaling strategy, i.e., smaller N , affects output quality and performance due to
an increasing number of error corrections. Results for RZ-BF are omitted as
the NRMSE gets always zero whatever the value of N . The NRMSE of EBS
increases, yet, only marginally: from zero to 0.128%. Also the OPC drops: from
0.99 to 0.95 when N reduces from =5·105 to 103 for both EBS and RZ-BF.
That’s the cost to be payed for a more energy efficient DD-VOS.

Vdd Scaling Policies Simulations of the three Vdd scaling policies described
in section 5 have been run fixing the DD-VOS parameters as follows:

– Vdd step, ∆Vdd=20 mV;
– monitoring period, N = 103.
– error-threshold: ERTh={2%, 5%} for STh and SC, ERThmax=ERTh={2%,

5%} and ERThmin=0.2·ERThmax for DTh.
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Fig. 16 plots the collected results, which show once again EBS improves the
figures of merit of DD-VOS, whatever the adopted policy.
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Fig. 16: DD-VOS Policies energy efficiency comparison.

Benchmarks
RZ-BF EBS

OPC NRMSE OPC NRMSE [%]
ERTh=2% ERTh=5% ERTh=2% ERTh=5% ERTh=2% ERTh=5% ERTh=2% ERTh=5%

Double Th 0.99 0.97 0.000 0.000 0.99 0.97 0.000 0.000

Single Th 0.98 0.95 0.000 0.000 0.98 0.95 0.000 0.128

Saturation
Counter

0.87 0.86 0.000 0.000 0.95 0.90 0.158 0.185

Table 4: Results summary for DD-VOS Policies OPC and NRMSE.
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The DTh is more conservative. In this case EBS reaches a lower Vddavg than that
of RZ-BF: at ERTh=5% (best case), 0.85 V vs. 0.99 V. With a lower Vdd, also
EPO savings improve: 45.8% vs 9.3%. At the opposite corner, the SC approach
pushes a more aggressive Vdd scaling. EBS reaches the lowest Vddavg, hence,
the largest EPO savings: 0.79 V with 53.8% energy savings, against 0.98 V and
10.1% of RZ-BF. This comes at the cost of some miss-detection. As shown in
Table 4, the adoption of the SC policy induces a NRMSE degradation, mainly
due to miss-detected errors: 0.185% in the worst case (ERTh=5%). By contrast
DTh ensures zero miss-detected errors, both for EBS and RZ-BF.
For what concerns performance, DTh affects OPC only marginally: 3% loss for
both EBS and RZ-BF in the worst case (ERTh=5%); DTh reduces Vdd ripples
thus bringing to a lower number of error corrections. On the contrary, SC heavily
impacts performance with OPC loss in the order of 10% for EBS and 14% for
RZ-BF (at ERTh=5%).

8 Conclusions

Early Bird Sampling (EBS) is a Razor variant strategy that applies to generic
low-power sequential designs. The EBS allows to solve the problem of short-
path races bypassing tedious hold-time fixing design stages, and enables aggres-
sive Data-Driven Voltage Over-Scaling (DD-VOS), suited for ultra-low power
error-resilient applications. Simulation runs on a representative set of circuits
under realistic workloads using different voltage scaling policies provide a fair
comparison with a standard Razor strategy. Collected results show EBS reduces
area overheads (3.6% against 71.6% for Razor) and improves the voltage scal-
ing thereby achieving higher energy efficiency (savings w.r.t. Razor range from
36.2% to 40.2%).
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